LAS VEGAS & GRAND CANYON

You’ve booked your holiday…
now add the fun stuff!
King of Canyons Helicopter Tour
Enjoy a breathtaking helicopter flight to the Grand Canyon, one of the
world’s most impressive and best known natural wonders, before returning
via the famous Las Vegas strip.

PRICES FROM

Adult €415
Child €398

Cirque du Soleil - 8 World Class Shows!
Breathtaking from start to finish, Cirque du Soleil redefined how the world
views the circus; custom-built theatres, world class acrobatics, larger than
life characters and creativity and innovation that pushes the limits!

General
€81

Las Vegas Monorail
Say goodbye to walking long distances along the Las Vegas strip and hello
to quick transportation connecting you to the city's world-class shows,
hotels, shops, clubs, and of course casinos!

General
€12

Blue Man Group Las Vegas Tickets
Get ready to be amazed as three men with blue-painted faces beat on
drums that splash colourful paint high in the air - yes this is the Blue Man
Group experience!

General
€97

Grand Canyon Deluxe Air and Ground with Heli
Take the short, exhilarating fixed wing flight to the crowning jewel of the
Grand Canyon. At the South Rim the Canyon is over 11 miles long and 1 mile
deep, you will stand mouth-open at this geographical wonderland – and
have the best selfie!

Adult €523
Child €517

Hoover Dam Premium Tour
Standing more than 700 feet high and spanning the width of Black Canyon,
the Hoover Dam is one of America’s Seven Modern Civil Engineering
Wonders.

Adult
General
£28
Child
€50£5

Grand Voyager with Skywalk
A unique experience combining plane, boat, helicopter and the Skywalk, a
glass-bottomed bridge suspended 70 feet over the edge of the Grand
Canyon's rim!

Adult €528
Child €522

Antelope Canyon Expedition
From Las Vegas, take a short flight to Page, Arizona and enjoy one of the
Canyon's most jaw dropping and least visited landscapes - Horseshow Bend
and Antelope Canyon. Gaze over the edge of this uniquely twisted cliff to
see the Colorado river and enjoy a spot of lunch.

Adult €466
Child €460

ASK FOR MORE DETAILS TODAY!
T&Cs: Subject to availability and cost change. From prices are shown, get in touch for live prices, more information and full terms and conditions.

